
Autonomous operations for digital infrastructure leverage robust observability and
automation technologies – combined with outcomes-driven governance – to enable
intelligent self-driving infrastructure operations, compliance, and performance.
Enterprises can reduce operational friction and implement full-stack, application-
aware automation across complex on-premises and cloud-based infrastructure
operations to deliver consistent application performance, security, and service
management across all workloads and resources.

While the potential rewards are great, enterprises face challenges when implementing
solutions for autonomous operations. IDC has identified the major challenges and
documented five best practices for optimizing autonomous operations and enabling
enterprises to streamline and standardize infrastructure operations, improve
operational efficiency, and prioritize investments to support the long-term evolution of
digital business capabilities.

Best Practices: Autonomous Operations
for Digital Infrastructure

Challenge: Many enterprises have deployed multiple infrastructure management
solutions to support technology-specific monitoring, automation, and service
management requirements. However, these tools and services are typically used in
operational silos, customized to the needs of individuals, and disconnected from
technology teams and workflows. At the same time, data models are often inconsistent
and unintegrated, making it difficult to share data in context across teams. 

When alerts are raised without sufficient context, individual teams often need to
recreate problems to address them. As more tools and teams are introduced to the
mix, the complexity of quickly and correctly matching the right people or policies to a
requests increases, resulting in high levels of activity reassignments that slow
responses and remediations.

Practice 1: Rationalize Management Platforms to Streamline Operations
and Speed Response



Challenge: The scale and complexity of modern enterprise infrastructure
environments are exploding as workloads become more modular and infrastructure
becomes more hybrid and distributed across data centers, edge, and public cloud
resources. 

Effective, autonomous operations require accurate, actionable data about the full
inventory of assets and services being managed. Errors or gaps in the data, from
missing configuration updates or unregistered IP addresses, often require extensive
manual intervention to validate, update, and secure assets.  The more gaps and errors
in the data, the more likely IT operations teams question the data, leading them to
invest more time in troubleshooting and replicating problems or validating
environments.

Guidance: Organizations that automate IT data collection and validation in context can
dramatically improve the level of trust in their operational data and take greater
advantage of intelligent analytics and rules-based automation built around that data.
For example, enterprises can implement solutions for automated discovery and
observability to get better insight into public cloud spending, application performance,
and infrastructure dependencies associated with cloud-native containerized
applications and microservices.

Practice 2: Automate Data Discovery and Validation in Context of Service-
Aware KPIs

Guidance: Rationalizing management platforms to create more unified, integrated, and
standardized workflows and databases, provides teams with consistent access to
accurate and up-to-date information about IT assets, configurations, status alerts, and
policies. Organizations can dramatically reduce the time necessary to assign tasks and
act on alerts while improving operational productivity and end-user satisfaction.

Practice 3: Incent Operational Transformation with Gamification

Challenge: Many traditional IT operations teams rely on highly structured change
control boards to review, approve, and monitor IT or cloud infrastructure updates or
changes, particularly when they impact production applications or multiple technology
silos. Adoption of autonomous operations, built on advanced AI/ML-powered analytics
and event-driven, software-defined automation, can be unsettling for staff that is used
to slow, measured, and manual approaches to infrastructure changes. Many
organizations find that staff will actually drag their feet or even sabotage the
introduction of modern self-driving analytics and automated systems.



Practice 4: Focus on Outcomes and Leverage Vendor-Defined Best
Practices

Guidance: Recognizing that staff buy-in and support for modern, autonomous
approaches to infrastructure operations and cloud management are critical to the long-
term success of the organization, many leaders strive to create appropriate incentives
for staff to learn about and accept new capabilities without being overly prescriptive –
particularly in the early days of a major transformation. 

Organizations are finding success in motivating change through gamification concepts
borrowed from social media and online gaming communities. One company we spoke
with, described how they focused on using observability data to find opportunities to
reduce cloud usage and costs. After implementing a solution to analyze cloud
infrastructure spending at project and workload levels, the organization encouraged
friendly competition between teams to see who could find the biggest savings. This
gamification approach reduced cloud infrastructure spending by 20% for existing
workloads.

Challenge: Management software vendors and cloud service providers typically offer
customers a biased perspective on best practices, focusing on optimizing the outcomes
delivered by their software and services. When provided as managed software-as-a-
service subscriptions or cloud services, these solutions also include regular, automated
vendor-driven software updates and ongoing refreshes of the underlying databases,
servers, workflow engines, and operating systems. The configuration and operation of
the underlying environment – and the vendor's approach to application logic and data
structures – are critical elements of the vendor's IP and are based on the vendor's
experience with hundreds or thousands of customers.

In many cases, however, customers who are migrating to modern, cloud-centric
solutions for autonomous operations find that their existing policies, workflows, and
operating models are different from the vendor-defined best practices. Many
organizations are tempted to over-customize their new software or service in an
attempt to force it to align with the organization's existing processes and procedures,
but this is counterproductive – it simply codifies traditional practices without providing
the benefits of more modern approaches. Ultimately, too much customization drives
up the cost to deploy and support the solution and reduces the overall business value.



Practice 5: Understand and Manage Strategic Dependencies

Guidance: Modern solutions for autonomous operations are designed with high levels
of integration, visualization, analytics, automation, and programmability, allowing IT
organization to change their focus from managing the underlying feeds and speeds of
individual systems to prioritizing the business outcomes delivered. Organizations that
invest in realigning and modernizing their digital infrastructure operating model to
focus on higher-level business and IT service outcomes will be better positioned to take
full advantage of vendor IP and will often find they can operate more efficiently while
providing higher SLAs to end users.

Challenge: Autonomous operations often require organizations to weigh trade-offs
between best of-breed integrations and deeper commitments to more unified
solutions and ecosystems. By their very nature, autonomous operations require
consistent visibility, automation, and policy-driven control across a wide range of
infrastructure resources, cloud services, operational roles, and management data
sources. Automation needs to be highly integrated across silos. 

Guidance: Many organizations can more rapidly and cost effectively implement
highly integrated and autonomous self-driving IT environments by aligning with
selected strategic vendors – whether they are cloud services, on-premises
infrastructure subscriptions, or software-as-a-service providers. Organizations that
make these strategic commitments typically develop contingency plans for data
migration and recovery and carefully define their SLAs. They also engage proactively
with their strategic vendors to collaborate on road maps and gain early access to
beta programs and new capabilities.

Learn more about IDC’s Future of Digital Infrastructure at idc.com/FoX.

Learn more about these best practices in the IDC report, IDC PeerScape:
Practices for Successful Digital Infrastructure Autonomous Operations. 

https://twitter.com/IDC
https://www.linkedin.com/company/idc/
https://blogs.idc.com/
https://www.idc.com/promo/future-of-x
https://bit.ly/3kc0h32
https://bit.ly/3kc0h32


LET'S GET STARTED

Overcome Digital Transformation Challenges
When it comes to digital innovation, customers are more informed than ever. 
As a result, tech providers need to be seen as recognized leaders within their
ecosystem. Informed research and quality content can help drive trust and engagement
with even the hardest to reach, highly educated customers. 

Let’s work together to raise your position in the marketplace. 
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Thought leadership in the space of digital innovation 
is especially important. Why? 

Research and exploration
In this session, an IDC expert analyst will share the converging market
trends and innovation accelerators specific to your market.

Collaboration
The IDC analyst will work with your team to discuss themes and
messaging, making recommendations based on their assessment of your
strategic needs, technology trends, and competitive positioning.

Marketing assets
Develop the right content for you, whether it’s in the form of
whitepapers, InfoBriefs, blogs, or lead generation tools, and support your
campaign implementation and measurement.

Reach new customers with innovative and compelling content
and elevate your brand’s position in the market. 
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